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Abstract
Working in the untyped lambda calculus, we study Morris’s λ-theory H+. Introduced in 1968,
this is the original extensional theory of contextual equivalence. On the syntactic side, we show
that this λ-theory validates the ω-rule, thus settling a long-standing open problem. On the
semantic side, we provide sufficient and necessary conditions for relational graph models to be
fully abstract for H+. We show that a relational graph model captures Morris’s observational
preorder exactly when it is extensional and λ-König. Intuitively, a model is λ-König when every
λ-definable tree has an infinite path which is witnessed by some element of the model.

Both results follows from a weak separability property enjoyed by terms differing only because
of some infinite η-expansion, which is proved through a refined version of the Böhm-out technique.
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Introduction

The problem of determining when two programs are equivalent is crucial in computer science:
for instance, it allows to verify that the optimizations performed by a compiler preserve the
meaning of the input program. For λ-calculi, it has become standard to regard two λ-terms
M and N as equivalent when they are contextually equivalent with respect to some fixed
set O of observables. This means that one can plug either M or N into any context C[−]
without noticing any difference in the global behaviour: C[M ] reduces to an observable in O
exactly when C[N ] does. The underlying intuition is that the terms in O represent suffi-
cient stable amounts of information coming out of the computation. The problem of working
with this definition, is that the quantification over all possible contexts is difficult to handle.
Therefore, various researchers undertook a quest for characterizing observational equival-
ences both semantically, by defining fully abstract denotational models, and syntactically,
by comparing (possibly infinite) trees representing the programs executions.

The observational equivalence obtained by considering the λ-terms in head normal form
as observables is by far the most famous and well studied since it enjoys many interesting
properties. By definition, it corresponds to the λ-theory H∗ which is the greatest sensible
consistent λ-theory. As shown in [1, Thm. 16.2.7], two λ-terms are equivalent in H∗ exactly
when their Böhm trees are equal up to denumerable many η-expansions of (possibly) infinite
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depth. These kinds of characterizations based on infinite trees have been recently rewritten
using the modern approach of infinitary rewriting, thus initiating an interesting line of
research [25]. From a semantic perspective, it is well known that H∗ is the theory induced
by Scott’s model D∞, a result first reported in [14, 26]. In other words, the model D∞ is fully
abstract for H∗. Until recently, researchers were only able to introduce individual models
of H∗ [11], or at best to provide sufficient conditions for models living in some class to be
fully abstract [18]. A substantial advance was made by Breuvart in [4] where he proposed the
notion of hyperimmune model of λ-calculus, and showed that a continuous K-model is fully
abstract for H∗ iff it is extensional and hyperimmune, thus providing a characterization.

In the present paper we study Morris’s observational equivalence generated by consi-
dering the β-normal forms as observables [21], and we denote by H+ the corresponding
λ-theory. (This λ-theory is denoted by TNF in Barendregt’s book [1].) The λ-theory H+ is
extensional and sensible; therefore, as H∗ is maximal, we have H+ ( H∗. Even if it has been
less ubiquitously studied in the literature, also the equality in H+ has been characterized
both syntactically, in terms of trees, and semantically. Indeed, two λ-terms are equivalent in
H+ if and only if their Böhm trees are equal up to denumerable many η-expansions of finite
depth [13], and this holds exactly when they have the same interpretation in Coppo, Dezani
and Zacchi’s filter model [6]. More recently, Manzonetto and Ruoppolo defined a class of
relational graph models (rgms, for short), and proved that every extensional rgm preserving
the polarities of the empty multiset (in a technical sense) is fully abstract for H+.

Inspired by the work done in [4], we are going to strengthen this result and provide
sufficient and necessary conditions on rgms to induceH+ as λ-theory. Now, as all extensional
rgms equate at least as H+, the difficult part is to find a condition guaranteeing that they
do not equate more. In other words, we need to analyze in detail the equations in H∗ \H+.
We show that if two λ-terms M,N are equal in H∗, but not in H+, then their Böhm trees
are similar but there exists a position σ where they differ because of an infinite η-expansion
of a variable x, that follows the structure of some computable infinite tree T . Thanks to
a refined (almost chirurgical) Böhm-out technique, we prove that it is always possible to
extract such a difference by defining a suitable context C[−]. To ensure that this difference
is still detectable in an rgm, we introduce the notion of λ-König model: intuitively, an rgm is
λ-König when every computable infinite tree T has an infinite path (which always exists by
König’s lemma) witnessed by some element of the model. In our main result (Theorem 36)
we prove that an rgm D is fully abstract for H+ iff it is extensional and λ-König, thus
providing a complete characterization. From our syntactic weak separation theorem it also
follows that H+ satisfies the ω-rule, a property of extensionality stronger than the η-rule.
Hence, our Theorem 40 answers positively this longstanding open problem, and brings us
closer to the solution of Sallé’s conjecture Bω ( H+ (cf. [1, Thm. 17.4.16]).

1 Preliminaries

Sequences and Trees

We denote by N the set of natural numbers and by N<ω the set of finite sequences over N.
The empty sequence is denoted by ε.

Let σ = 〈n1, . . . , nk〉 and τ = 〈m1, . . . ,mk′〉 be two sequences and let n ∈ N. We write:
`(σ) for the length of σ,
σ.n for the sequence 〈n1, . . . , nk, n〉,
σ ? τ for the concatenation of σ and τ , that is for the sequence 〈n1, . . . , nk,m1, . . . ,mk′〉.
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We say that σ is a subsequence of τ , denoted σ ⊆ τ , when τ = σ ? σ′ for some σ′ ∈ N<ω.
Given a map f : N→ N, its prefix of length n is the sequence 〈f |n〉 := 〈f(0), . . . , f(n− 1)〉.

I Definition 1. A tree is a partial function T : N<ω ⇀ N such that dom(T ) is closed under
prefixes and for all σ ∈ dom(T ) and n ∈ N we have σ.n ∈ dom(T ) if and only if n < T (σ).

The elements of dom(T ) are called positions. For all σ ∈ dom(T ), T (σ) gives the number
of children of the node in position σ; therefore T (σ) = 0 when σ corresponds to a leaf.

Let T be a tree. We say that T is: recursive if the function T is partial recursive; finite if
dom(T ) is finite; infinite otherwise. We denote by T∞rec the set of all recursive infinite trees.

The subtree of T at σ is the tree T�σ defined by T�σ(τ) = T (σ ? τ) for all τ ∈ N<ω.
A map f : N→ N is an infinite path of T if 〈f |n〉 ∈ dom(T ) for all n ∈ N.
We denote by Π(T ) the set of all infinite paths of T . By König’s lemma, a tree T is

infinite if and only if Π(T ) 6= ∅.

The Lambda Calculus

We generally use the notation of Barendregt’s book [1] for λ-calculus. The set Λ of λ-terms
over an infinite set V of variables is defined by the following grammar:

Λ : M,N ::= x | λx.M | MN for all x ∈ V.

We assume that application associates to the left, while λ-abstraction to the right. Appli-
cation has a higher precedence than λ-abstraction. E.g., λxyz.xyz := λx.(λy.(λz.((xy)z))).

The set FV(M) of free variables ofM and the α-conversion are defined as in [1, Ch. 1§2].
A λ-termM is closed whenever FV(M) = ∅ and in this case it is also called a combinator. The
set of all combinators is denoted by Λo. Hereafter, we consider λ-terms up to α-conversion
and we adopt the variable convention [1, Conv. 2.1.13]. We fix the following combinators:

I := λx.x ∆ := λx.xx 1n := λxy1 . . . yn.xy1 · · · yn
K := λxy.x Ω := ∆ ∆ Y := λf.(λx.f(xx))(λx.f(xx))

S+ := λnfs.nf(fs) cn := λfz.fn(z) J := Y(λzxy.x(zy))

where fn(z) := f(· · · f(f(z)) · · · ). We will simply denote by 1 the combinator 11 := λxy.xy.
Given two λ-terms M,N we denote by M{N/x} the capture-free simultaneous substitu-

tion of N for all free occurrences of x in M . The β- and η- reductions are defined by:

(β) (λx.M)N →β M{N/x} (η) λx.Mx→η M provided x /∈ FV(M).

Given a reduction →R, we write �R for its transitive-reflexive closure, we denote by nfR(M)
the R-normal form of M (if it exists) and by NFR the set of all R-normal forms. We denote
by =R the corresponding R-conversion.

A context C[−] is a λ-term with a hole denoted by [−]. Given a context C[−], we
write C[M ] for the λ-term obtained from C by substituting M for the hole possibly with
capture of free variables in M . A context C[−] is called: a head context if it has the shape
(λx1 . . . xk.[−])M1 · · ·Mn for k, n ≥ 0; applicative if it is of the form [−]M1 · · ·Mn for n ≥ 0.
A head (resp. applicative) context C[−] is closed when all the Mi’s are closed λ-terms.

I Definition 2. A λ-term M is solvable when there is a (head) context C[−] such that
C[M ]�β I. Otherwise M is called unsolvable.

Wadsworth proved in [26] that a λ-term M is solvable if and only if M has a head normal
form (hnf ), which means that M �β λx1 . . . xn.yN1 · · ·Nk (for some n, k ≥ 0).

The principal head normal form of a λ-term M , denoted phnf(M), is the head normal
form obtained from M by head reduction [1, Def. 8.3.10].

FSCD 2016
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BT(λx.yΩ)
q

λx.y
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BT(J)
q
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y

x⊥ ⊥ . . .

Figure 1 Some examples of Böhm trees. We refer to [1, Lemma 16.4.4] for the definition of P,Q.

Böhm trees

The Böhm tree BT(M) of a λ-term M is defined coinductively: if M is unsolvable then
BT(M) = ⊥; if M is solvable and phnf(M) = λx1 . . . xn.yN1 · · ·Nk then:

BT(M) = λx1 . . . xn.y

BT(N1) BT(Nk)· · ·

More generally, we say that T is a Böhm tree if there is a λ-term M such that BT(M) = T .
In Figure 1 we provide some examples of Böhm trees. Since every Böhm tree can be seen as
a labelled tree over L = {⊥} ∪ {λ~x.y | ~x, y ∈ V}, we adopt the same notions and notations
introduced for trees. However, we will write σ ∈ BT(M) rather than σ ∈ dom(BT(M)).

Given two Böhm trees T, T ′ we set T ≤⊥T ′ if and only if T results from T ′ by replacing
some subtrees with ⊥. When T is finite, we say that T is a finite approximant of T ′.

The set NF⊥ of finite approximants is the set of normal λ-terms possibly containing ⊥
inductively defined as follows: ⊥ ∈ NF⊥; if ti ∈ NF⊥ for i ∈ [1..n] then λ~x.yt1 · · · tn ∈ NF⊥.
The size of a finite approximant t ∈ NF⊥, written size(t), is defined as usual:

size(⊥) = 0 and size(λx1 . . . xn.yt1 · · · tk) = size(t1) + · · ·+ size(tk) + n+ 1.
The set BTk(M) of all finite approximants of BT(M) of size at most k is defined by

BTk(M) = {t ∈ NF⊥ | size(t) ≤ k, t ≤⊥BT(M)}.
The set BT∗(M) =

⋃
k∈N BTk(M) is therefore the set of all finite approximants of BT(M).

Observational Preorders and Lambda Theories

Observational preorders and λ-theories become the main object of study when considering
the computational equivalence more important than the process of calculus.

A relation on Λ is compatible if it is compatible with application and λ-abstraction.

I Definition 3. A preorder theory is any compatible preorder on Λ containing the β-
conversion. A λ-theory is any compatible equivalence on Λ containing the β-conversion.

Given a λ-theory (resp. preorder theory) T we write M =T N (M vT N) for (M,N) ∈ T .
The set of all λ-theories, ordered by inclusion, forms a (quite rich) complete lattice [17].

A λ-theory T is called: consistent if it does not equate all λ-terms; extensional if it
contains the η-conversion; sensible if it equates all unsolvables.

We denote by λ the least λ-theory, by λη the least extensional λ-theory, by H the least
sensible λ-theory, and by B the (sensible) λ-theory equating all λ-terms having the same
Böhm tree. Given a λ-theory T , we write T η for the least λ-theory containing T ∪ λη.
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Several interesting λ-theories are obtained via suitable observational preorders defined
with respect to a set O of observables. Given O ⊆ Λ, we write M ∈R O if M �R M

′ ∈ O.
Given O ⊆ Λ, the O-observational preorder is given by:

M vO N ⇐⇒ ∀C[−] . C[M ] ∈β O entails C[N ] ∈β O.

The induced equivalence M ≡O N is defined as M vO N and N vO M .

I Definition 4. We focus on the following observational preorders and equivalences:
Hyland’s preorder vhnf and equivalence ≡hnf are obtained by taking as O the set of head
normal forms. They are maximal among preorder theories and λ-theories, respectively.
for Morris’s preorder vnf and equivalence ≡nf we consider as O the set NFβ [21].

We denote by H∗ and H+ the λ-theories corresponding to ≡hnf and ≡nf, respectively.

The ω-Rule

λ

λη H
Hη

Hω Bη
λω B

Bω

? • H+

H∗

The ω-rule is a strong form of extensionality defined as follows:

(ω) ∀P ∈ Λo.MP = NP entails M = N.

We write (ω0) for the ω-rule restricted to combinators M,N ∈ Λo.
Given a λ-theory T we denote its closure under the ω-rule by T ω.
We say that T satisfies the ω-rule, written T ` ω, if T = T ω.
By collecting some results in [1, §4.1] we have for all λ-theories T :
T η ⊆ T ω,
T ` ω if and only if T ` ω0,
T ⊆ T ′ entails T ω ⊆ T ′ω.

The picture on the right, where T is above T ′ if T ( T ′, is taken
from [1, Thm. 17.4.16] and shows some facts about the λ-theories
under consideration. In [1, §17.4], Sallé conjectured that Bω ( H+.

The counterexample showing that λη 6` ω is based on Plotkin’s terms [1, Def. 17.3.26].
Since these terms are unsolvable, they become useless when considering sensible λ-theories.
The techniques to analyze the ω-rule for sensible λ-theories are discussed in Section 2.2.

2 The Lambda Theories H+ and H∗

In this section we recall the characterizations of H+ and H∗ in terms of “extensional” Böhm-
trees, and we discuss the ω-rule for sensible λ-theories in the interval [B,H∗].

2.1 Böhm Trees and Their η-Expansions
Morris’s theory H+ and preorder vnf correspond to the contextual theories where the ob-
servables are the β-normal forms. Notice that it is equivalent to take as observables the
βη-normal forms since M �β nfβ(M) exactly when M �βη nfβη(M), so λη ⊆ H+.

Moreover, by the Context Lemma for β-normalizable terms [7, Lemma 1.2], the context
C[−] separating two combinators M 6vnf N can be chosen applicative and closed.

I Theorem 5. [13, Thm. 2.6] Let M,N ∈ Λ. Then M =H+ N if and only if BT(M) and
BT(N) are equal up to denumerable many η-expansions of finite depth.

This means that there exists a Böhm tree T such that both BT(M) and BT(N) can be
transformed into T by performing a denumerable (possibly finite) number of η-expansions.

FSCD 2016
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λxy.xBT(M) =

x ⊥ λz0.x

λz1.z0

λz2.z1

...

��η λxy.x

x ⊥ x

≤⊥ λxy.x

x y x

η�� λxy.x = BT(N)

λz0w0.x y x

λz1.z0

λz2.z1

...

λw1.w0

λw2.w1

...

Figure 2 A situation witnessing the fact that M vhnf N holds.

Consider, for instance, the two λ-terms P,Q whose Böhm trees are depicted in Figure 1,
where ηn(x) denotes the η-expansion of x having depth n. (Such terms exist by [1, §16.4].)
Now, BT(P ) is such that at every level 2n the variable x is η-expanded n times (in depth).
We have P =H+ Q because we can perform infinitely many finite η-expansions of increasing
depth in BT(Q) and obtain BT(P ) (but in general we may need to η-expand both trees).

As a brief digression, notice that the existence of such P,Q entails that Bη ( H+. Indeed,
for M,N ∈ Λ, M →η N entails that BT(M) can be obtained from BT(N) by performing at
most one η-expansion at every level (see [1, Lemma 16.4.3]). It is easy to show that P 6=Bη Q.

Hyland’s theory H∗ and preorder vhnf correspond to the contextual theories where the
observables are the head normal forms (equivalently, the solvable λ-terms). It is easy to show
that M vnf N entails M vhnf N , so H+ ( H∗. Terms M,N such that M 6vhnf N are called
semi-separable in [1]. Also in this case, the context lemma for solvable terms [26, Lemma 6.1]
entails that the semi-separating contexts can be chosen applicative and closed.

The characterization of H∗ in terms of trees, needs the notion of infinite η-expansion of
a Böhm tree. The classical definition is given in terms of tree extensions in [1, Def. 10.2.10].

I Definition 6. Given two Böhm trees T and T ′, we say that T is a (possibly) infinite
η-expansion of T ′, written T ��η T

′, if T is obtained from T ′ by performing denumerable
many η-expansions of possibly infinite depth.

We prefer not to use Barendregt’s classical notation T ≥η T ′ as it could be confusing. Our
notation is borrowed from infinite rewriting since ��η can also be defined in this way [25].
(We refer here to the strongly converging η-reduction of [25] restricted to Böhm trees.)

I Theorem 7. [1, Thm. 19.2.9] Let M,N ∈ Λ.
M vhnf N iff there are Böhm trees T, T ′ such that BT(M) η�� T ≤⊥T ′ ��η BT(N).
M =H∗ N iff BT(M) and BT(N) are equal up to denumerable many (possibly) infinite η-
expansions; this means that there is a Böhm tree T such that BT(M) η�� T ��η BT(N).

The typical example is I vhnf J, since clearly BT(J) ��η I (on the contrary, I 6vnf J),
but in general to show that M vhnf N one may need infinitely η-expand also BT(M) and
cut some subtree of BT(N). This is the case for M = λxy.xxΩ(Jx) and N = λxy.x(Jx)yx.

We recall from [14, Thm. 5.4(a)] that the relation vhnf can be stratified as follows.

I Lemma 8. For M,N ∈ Λ, M vhnf
k N iff either k = 0, or M is unsolvable, or k > 0 and

M =β λx1 . . . xn1 .yM1 · · ·Mm1 and N =β λx1 . . . xn2 .yN1 · · ·Nm2

where n1 −m1 = n2 −m2 and either y is free or y = xj for some j ≤ min{n1, n2}. So if,
say, m1 ≤ m2 then n1 ≤ n2 and there exists p ≥ 0 such that n2 = n1 + p and m2 = m1 + p.
Moreover Mi vhnf

k−1 Ni for all i ≤ m1 and xn1+j vhnf
k−1 Nm1+j for all j ≤ p. (The case

m1 > m2 is symmetrical.) Finally we have M vhnf N iff M vhnf
k N for all k ∈ N.
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BT(JT )
q

λxy1 . . . yTε.x

λz1 . . . zT 〈0〉.y1 · · · λz1 . . . zT 〈Tε-1〉.yTε

λ~wT 〈0,0〉.z1 · · · λ~wT 〈0,T 〈0〉-1〉.zT 〈0〉 λ~wT 〈Tε-1,0〉.z1 · · · λ~wT 〈Tε-1,T 〈Tε-1〉-1〉.zTε-1

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

Figure 3 The Böhm tree of JT , an infinite η-expansion of I following T ∈ T∞
rec. To lighten the

notations we write Tσ rather than T (σ) and we let ~wn := w1, . . . , wn.

The Infinite η-Expansion JT .

Note that J is not the unique infinite η-expansion of the identity. For each T ∈ T∞rec there is
a λ-term JT which is an infinite η-expansion of I following T in the sense of Figure 3.

We could just say that the existence of such a JT follows directly from the fact that T
is recursive and [1, Thm. 10.1.23]. We prefer to give a more explicit definition.

Let us fix a bijective encoding # : N∗ → N and let Cons ∈ Λ0 be such that

Cons c#σ cn =β c#(σ.n)

for all σ ∈ N∗, n ∈ N. Notice that such a combinator Cons exists by Church’s thesis.
Given M,N ∈ Λ and x /∈ FV(M), we set:

[M,N ] := λx.xMN, M ◦N := λx.M(Nx).

We associate with every tree T a partial map fT : N⇀ N such n ∈ dom(fT ) iff n = #σ for
σ ∈ dom(T ), and in this case fT (n) = T (σ). When T is recursive fT is clearly λ-definable.

I Definition 9. Let F ∈ Λo be the term λ-defining fT . Define (for X ∈ Λ arbitrary):
1. LXp := λz.p(λnxy.z(S+n)(x(Xny)));
2. MXnx := nLX [c0, x](KI);
3. Ns := MN◦(Cons s)(Fs), using the fixed point combinator Y;
4. JT := Nc#ε.

I Lemma 10. JT is such that the underlying tree of BT(JT ) is T and BT(JT )��η I.

Proof sketch. First one verifies that for all for X ∈ Λ and n ∈ N the following hold:
1. (LX)n[c0, x] =β λzy1 . . . yn.zcn(x(Xc0y1) · · · (Xcn−1yn));
2. MXcnx =β λy1 . . . yn.x(Xc0y1) · · · (Xcn−1yn);
3. Nc#σx =β λy1 . . . yn.x(Nc#(σ.0)y1) · · · (Nc#(σ.(n−1))yn), where n = T (σ);
In particular, BT(JT ) is ⊥-free. From this, and the fact that I is βη-normal, we have that
BT(JT )��η I if and only if JT vhnf

k I for all k ∈ N (by Lemma 8).
We prove by induction on k−`(σ), that for all k ∈ N and σ ∈ dom(T ) such that `(σ) < k,

we have Nc#σx vhnf
k−`(σ) x. If k − `(σ) = 0 or T (σ) = 0 then it is trivial. Otherwise, it

follows from (3) and the induction hypothesis since σ.i ∈ dom(T ) for all i < T (σ) and
k − `(σ.i) < k − `(σ). Finally, we conclude since JT := Nc#ε. J

I Lemma 11. For all T ∈ T∞rec, we have JT1T (ε) =B JT .

In Section 3 we considerM vhnf N for someM,N such thatM is β-normal and BT(N) is
infinite. We show that M and BT(N) have similar structure, except for the fact that there
is a position σ in BT(N) where an infinite η-expansion following some T ∈ T∞rec occurs.
Moreover, we show that this difference can be extracted via a suitable Böhm-out technique.

FSCD 2016
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2.2 The ω-Rule for Sensible Theories
The validity of the ω-rule for λ-theories T containing B can be tricky to prove (or disprove).
We have seen that the terms P,Q of Figure 1 are equated in H+, but different in Bη.
Perhaps surprisingly, they can also be used to prove that Bη ( Bω since P =Bω Q holds.
The following argument is due to Barendregt, see [1, Lemma 16.4.4].

Recall the following basic fact: for every M ∈ Λo, there exists k ≥ 0 such that MΩ · · ·Ω,
k times, becomes unsolvable (see [1, Lemma 17.4.4]). By inspecting Figure 1, we notice
that in BT(P ) the variable y is applied to an increasing number of Ω’s (represented by ⊥).
So, when substituting some M ∈ Λo for y in BT(Py), there will be a level k of the tree
where MΩ · · ·Ω become ⊥, thus cutting BT(PM) at level k. The same reasoning can be
done for BT(QM). Therefore BT(PM) and BT(QM) only differ because of finitely many
η-expansions. Since Bη ⊆ Bω, we conclude that P =Bω Q.

The fact that H∗ ` ω is clearly a consequence of its maximality. However, there are
several direct proofs: see [1, §17.2] for a syntactic demonstration and [26] for a semantic one.
The longstanding open question whether H+ ` ω will be answered positively in Theorem 40.
We believe that the λ-terms P and Q, suitably modified to get rid of the Ω’s in their Böhm
trees, are good candidates to show that Bω ( H+, but the question remains open.

3 Böhming-out Infinite η-Expansions

The Böhm out technique [3, 1, 23] aims to build a context which extracts (an instance of) the
subterm of a λ-term M at position σ. It is used for separating two λ-terms M,N provided
that their structure is sufficiently different (depending on the notion of separation under
consideration). We show that when M 6vnf N this difference can be Böhmed out via an
appropriate head context, even when M and N have a similar structure (i.e. M vhnf N).

3.1 Morris Separators
We start by providing a notion of Morris separator, that is a sequence σ witnessing the fact
that M 6vnf N for λ-terms M and N such that M is β-normal and M vhnf N holds.

We recall from Section 1 that we use for Böhm trees, the same notions and notations
introduced for trees. However, we write σ ∈ BT(M) to indicate that σ ∈ dom(BT(M)).

Given σ ∈ BT(M) we define the subterm Mσ of M at σ (relative to its Böhm tree) by:
Mε = M ,
Mi.σ = (Mi+1)σ whenever phnf(M) = λ~x.yM1 · · ·Mn.

I Definition 12. We say that σ ∈ BT(M)∩BT(N) is a Morris separator for M,N , written
σ : M 6vnf N , if there exists i > 0 such that, for some p ≥ i, we have:

Mσ =β λx1 . . . xn.yM1 · · ·Mm and Nσ =β λx1 . . . xn+p.yN1 · · ·Nm+p

where Nm+i =B JTxn+i for some T ∈ T∞rec.

It is easy to check that σ : M 6vnf N and σ = 〈k〉 ? τ entail τ : Mk+1 6vnf Nk+1.
Recall that we are considering λ-terms M,N such that M is β-normal, M 6vnf N , but

M vhnf N . Obviously such M and N are not semi-separable (using the terminology of [1]).
Since M is β-normal, its Böhm tree is finite and ⊥-free. Since M vhnf N , by Lemma 8 also
BT(N) is ⊥-free; moreover, at every position σ ∈ BT(M)∩BT(N),Mσ and Nσ have similar
hnfs (the number of abstractions and applications can be matched via η-expansions). Note
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BT(M) = λx.x

λz0.y λz0z
′
0.x

x z0 z0 z′0

BT(N) = λxw.x

y λz0.x λz0z
′
0.w

x λz1.z0 λz2z
′
2.z0 λz2z

′
2.z
′
0

λz2.z1...

λz3z
′
3.z
′
2 λz3z

′
3.z
′
2 λz3z

′
3.z
′
2 λz3z

′
3.z
′
2. . .. .

. . . .. .
. . . .. .

. . . .. .
.

Figure 4 Two terms M,N such that M is β-normal, M vhnf N, but M 6vnf N.

that BT(M) might have η-expansions that are not present in BT(N). As M 6vnf N , the
Böhm tree of N must have infinite subtrees of the form BT(JTx) for some x ∈ V, T ∈ T∞rec.

To explain the idea behind Morris separators, we use the terms M and N whose Böhm
trees are depicted in Figure 4. This example admits two Morris separators: ε and 〈1, 0〉.

The empty sequence ε is a separator since N〈2〉 =B JT2w where T2 is the complete binary
tree. The sequence 〈1, 0〉 is a separator because N〈1,0,0〉 =B JT1z1 where T1 is the complete
unary tree (i.e. JT1 =B J).

I Proposition 13. Let M,N ∈ Λ such that M is β-normal, N /∈β NFβ and M vhnf N .
Then there exists a position σ ∈ BT(M) ∩ BT(N) such that σ : M 6vnf N .

Proof. Since M is β-normal, N does not have a β-normal form and M vhnf N , BT(N)
must be infinite and ⊥-free. By König’s lemma there is f ∈ Π(BT(N)) and since BT(M) is
finite there exists n > 0 such that σ := 〈f |n − 1〉 ∈ BT(M) ∩ BT(N) but 〈f |n〉 /∈ BT(M).
By applying Lemma 8, there exists p > 0 such that Mσ =β λx1 . . . xn1 .yM1 · · ·Mm1 and
Nσ =β λx1 . . . xn1+p.yN1 · · ·Nm1+p. Moreover, xn1+j vhnf Nm1+j where j = f(n) + 1−m.
Since BT(Nm1+j) is infinite we must have Nm1+j =B JTxn1+j for some T ∈ T∞rec. J

3.2 A Böhm-out Technique for Separating the Inseparable
The following combinators will be used (among others) to build the Böhm-out context:

Un
k := λx1 . . . xn.xk Pn := λx1 . . . xn.λz.zx1 · · ·xn

The combinator Un
k is called projector and Pn tupler as they enjoy the following properties.

I Lemma 14. Let k ≥ n ≥ 0 and X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Yk−n ∈ Λo.
1. (PkX1 · · ·Xn)Y1 · · ·Yk−n =β λz.zX1 · · ·XnY1 · · ·Yk−n
2. (λz.zX1 · · ·Xn)Un

i =β Xi

When Un
k is substituted for y in λ~x.yM1 · · ·Mn, it extracts an instance of Mk. Let us

consider the λ-term N whose Böhm tree is given in Figure 4. The context [−]U2
1 extracts

from N the subterm yx where x is replaced by U2
1. The idea of the Böhm-out technique is

to replace every variable along the path σ with the correct projector.
The issue is when the same variable occurs several times in σ and we must select different

children in these occurrences. For example, to extract N〈1,0〉, the first occurrence of x should
be replaced by U3

2, the second by U1
1 := I. The problem was originally solved by Böhm

in [3] by first replacing the occurrences of the same variables along the path by different
variables using the tupler, and then replacing each variable by the suitable projector. In the
example under consideration, the context [−]P3ΩU3

2U1
1ΩΩU3

1 extracts from N the instance
of N〈1,0〉 where z0 is replaced by I.

Obviously, finite η-differences can be destroyed during the process of Böhming out. In
contrast, we show that infinite η-differences can always be preserved.
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I Lemma 15 (Böhm-out). Let M,N ∈ Λ such that M vhnf N , let ~y = FV(MN) and
σ : M 6vnf N . Then for all k ∈ N large enough, there are combinators ~X ∈ Λo such that
M{Pk/~y} ~X =β 1T (ε) and N{Pk/~y} ~X =B JT for some T ∈ T∞rec.

Proof. We proceed by induction on σ.
Base case σ = ε. Then there exists i > 0 such that, for some p ≥ i, we have:

M =β λx1 . . . xn.yM1 · · ·Mm and N =β λx1 . . . xn+p.yN1 · · ·Nm+p

where Nm+i =B JTxn+i. For any k ≥ n+m+ p let us set ~X := P∼nk 1∼pT (ε)Ω
∼k−m−pUk

m+i,
where M∼n denotes the sequence of λ-terms containing n copies of M .

We split into cases depending on whether y is free or y = xj for some j ≤ n. We consider
the former case, as the latter is analogous. On the one side we have:

(λx1 . . . xn.yM1 · · ·Mm){Pk/~y} ~X =
(λx1 . . . xn.PkM

′
1 · · ·M ′m) ~X =β where M ′` := M`{Pk/~y}

(PkM
′′
1 · · ·M ′′m)1∼pT (ε)Ω

∼k−m−pUk
m+i =β where M ′′` := M ′`{Pk/~x}

(λz.zM ′′1 · · ·M ′′m1∼pT (ε)Ω
∼k−m−p)Uk

m+i =β 1T (ε) by Lemma 14.1 and 14.2.

On the other side, we have:

(λx1 . . . xn+p.xjN1 · · ·Nm+p){Pk/~y} ~X =
(λx1 . . . xn+p.PkN

′
1 · · ·N ′m+p) ~X =β for N ′` := N`{Pk/~y}

(λxn+1 . . . xn+p.PkN
′′
1 · · ·N ′′m+p)1

∼p
T (ε)Ω

∼k−m−pUk
m+i = for N ′′` := N ′`{Pk/x1, . . . , xn}

(PkN
′′∗
1 · · ·N ′′∗m+p)Ω∼k−m−pUk

m+i = for N ′′∗` := N ′′` {1T (ε)/xn+1, . . . , xn+p}
(λz.zN ′′∗1 · · ·N ′′∗m+pΩ∼k−m−p)Uk

m+i = by Lemma 14.1
N ′′∗m+i = (JTxn+i){1T (ε)/xn+i} = JT1T (ε) = JT by Lemma 14.2 and 11

Induction case. σ = 〈i〉 ? σ′.
By Lemma 8, for n−m = n′ −m′ and i+ 1 ≤ min{m,m′} we have:

M = λx1 . . . xn.yM1 · · ·Mm N = λx1 . . . xn′ .yN1 · · ·Nm′

where Mj vhnf Nj for all j ≤ min{m,m′} and either y is free or y = xj for j ≤ min{n, n′}.
Suppose that, say, n ≤ n′. Then there is p ≥ 0 such that n′ = n+ p and m′ = m+ p. Since
Mi+1 vhnf Ni+1 and σ′ : Mi+1 6vnf Ni+1 we apply the induction hypothesis and get, for any
k′ large enough, ~Y ∈ Λo such that Mi+1{Pk′/~y, ~x}~Y =β 1T (ε) and Ni+1{Pk′/~y, ~x}~Y =B JT .
For any k ≥ max{k′, n+m+ p}, we set ~X := P∼n+p

k Ω∼k−m−pUk
i+1

~Y .
We suppose that y is free, the other case being analogous. On the one side we have:

(λx1 . . . xn.yM1 · · ·Mm){Pk/~y} ~X =
(λx1 . . . xn.PkM

′
1 · · ·M ′m)P∼n+p

k Ω∼k−m−pUk
i+1

~Y =β where M ′` := M`{Pk/~y}
(PkM

′′
1 · · ·M ′′m)P∼pk Ω∼k−m−pUk

i+1
~Y =β where M ′′` := M ′`{Pk/~x}

(λz.zM ′′1 · · ·M ′′mP∼pk Ω∼k−m−p)Uk
i+1

~Y =β by Lemma 14.1
M ′′i+1

~Y = Mi+1{Pk/~y, ~x}~Y =β 1T (ε) by Lemma 14.2 and IH

On the other side, we have:

(λx1 . . . xn+p.yN1 · · ·Nm+p){Pk/~y} ~X =
(λx1 . . . xn+p.PkN

′
1 · · ·N ′m+p) ~X =β where N ′` := N`{Pk/~y}

(PkN
′′
1 · · ·N ′′m+p)Ω∼k−m−pUk

i+1
~Y =β where N ′′` := N ′`{Pk/~x}

(λz.zN ′′1 · · ·N ′′m+pΩ∼k−m−p)Uk
i+1

~Y =β by Lemma 14.1
N ′′i+1

~Y = Ni+1{Pk/~y, ~x}~Y =B JT by Lemma 14.2 and IH
J
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From Proposition 13 we get this immediate corollary of Lemma 15.

I Corollary 16. Let M,N ∈ Λ such that M is β-normal, N /∈β NFβ and M vhnf N . Then
there is a head context C[−] such that C[M ] =βη I and C[N ] =B JT for some T ∈ T∞rec.

I Theorem 17 (Morris Separation). Let M,N ∈ Λ such that M vhnf N while M 6vnf N .
There is a head context C[−] such that C[M ] =βη I and C[N ] =B JT for some T ∈ T∞rec.
When M,N ∈ Λo the context C[−] can be chosen closed and applicative.

Proof. Since M 6vnf N , there is a head context D2[−] such that D2[M ] ∈β NFβ , while
D2[N ] /∈β NFβ . From M vhnf N we obtain D2[M ] vhnf D2[N ]. Therefore we can apply
Corollary 16, and get a head context D1[−] such that D1[D2[M ]] =βη I and D1[D2[N ]] =B
JT for some T ∈ T∞rec. Hence the head context C[−] we are looking for is actually D1[D2[−]].
When M,N are closed, all the contexts can be chosen closed and applicative. J

4 Relational Graph Models

In this section we recall the definition of relational graph models (rgm, for short). Individual
examples of such models were previously studied in the literature (e.g., in [15]), but the class
of rgms was formally introduced in [20]. We refer the reader to [22] for a detailed analysis.

4.1 The Relational Semantics
Relational graph models are called relational since they are reflexive objects in the cartesian
closed category MRel [5], which is the Kleisli category of Rel with respect to the finite
multisets comonad Mf(−). Before going further we briefly recall the category MRel, but
we refer to [5] for a detailed presentation.

Given a set A, a multiset over A is any map a : A → N. Given α ∈ A and a multiset a
over A, the multiplicity of α in a is given by a(α). A multiset a is called finite if its support
supp(a) = {α ∈ A | a(α) 6= 0} is finite. A finite multiset a is represented by the unordered
list of its elements [α1, . . . , αn], possibly with repetitions, and the empty multiset is denoted
by []. We writeMf(A) for the set of all finite multisets over A. Given a1, a2 ∈Mf(A), their
multiset union is denoted by a1 + a2 and defined as a pointwise sum.

The objects of MRel are all the sets. A morphism f ∈ MRel(A,B) is any relation
betweenMf(A) and B, in other words MRel(A,B) = P(Mf(A)×B). The composition of
f ∈MRel(A,B) and g ∈MRel(B,C) is defined as follows:

f ; g = {(a1 + · · ·+ ak, γ) | ∃β1, . . . , βk, such that (ai, βi) ∈ f, ([β1, . . . , βk], γ) ∈ g}.

The identity of A is the relation IdA = {([α], α) | α ∈ A}. It is easy to check that the
product is the disjoint union A ] B and the exponential object A ⇒ B isMf(A) × B. As
usual, we will silently use Seely’s isomorphisms betweenMf(A ]B) andMf(A)×Mf(B).

Relational graph models correspond to a particular subclass of reflexive objects in living
in MRel. In particular, they are all linear in the sense that the morphisms inducing the
retraction are linear [19]. Therefore, they are also models of the resource calculus [8].

I Definition 18. A relational graph model D = (D, i) is given by an infinite set D and a
total injection i :Mf(D)×D → D. We say that D is extensional when i is bijective.

We denote i(a, α) by a→i α, or simply by a→ α when i is clear.

Notice that any function f : A → B can be sent to a relation f† ∈MRel(A,B) by setting
f† = {([a], f(a)) | a ∈ A}. Therefore, every rgm D = (D, i) induces a reflexive object.

FSCD 2016
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I Remark. The set D is a reflexive object since i†; (i−1)† = IdD⇒D. If D is extensional (in
the sense that i is bijective) the model is extensional in the sense that (i−1)† ; i† = IdD.
Note that, when i is just injective, there are different (linear) morphisms that can be chosen
as inverses. There are therefore linear reflexive objects in MRel that are not rgms. However,
the class of extensional rgms coincide with the class of extensional (linear) reflexive objects.

Relational graph models, just like the regular ones [2], can be built by performing the
free completion of a partial pair.

I Definition 19. A partial pair A is a pair (A, j) where A is a non-empty set of elements
(called atoms) and j :Mf(A)× A→ A is a partial injection. We say that A is extensional
when j is a bijection between dom(j) and A.

Hereafter, we will only consider partial pairs A whose underlying set A does not contain
any pair. This is not restrictive because partial pairs can be considered up to isomorphism.

I Definition 20. The completion A of a partial pair A is the pair (A, j) defined as follows:
A =

⋃
n∈NAn, where A0 = A and An+1 = ((Mf(An)×An)− dom(j)) ∪A ; moreover

j(a, α) =
{
j(a, α) if (a, α) ∈ dom(j),
(a, α) otherwise.

We say that an atom α ∈ A has rank 0, whilst an element α ∈ A − A has rank k if
α ∈ Ak −Ak−1. Note that, for every rgm D we have that D = D (up to isomorphism).

I Proposition 21. If A is an (extensional) partial pair, then A is an (extensional) rgm.

Proof. The proof of the fact that A is an rgm is analogous to the one for regular graph
models [2]. It is easy to check that when j is bijective, also its completion j is. J

I Example 22. We define the relational analogues of:
Engeler’s model [10]: E = (N, ∅), first defined in [15],
Scott’s model [24]: Dω = ({?}, {([], ?) 7→ ?}), first defined (up to isomorphism) in [5],
Coppo, Dezani and Zacchi’s model [6]: D? = ({?}, {([?], ?) 7→ ?}), introduced in [20].

Notice that Dω and D? are extensional, while E is not.

4.2 The Approximation Theorem
We now show how λ-terms and Böhm trees can be interpreted in an rgm, and we recall the
main properties enjoyed by these models. Using the terminology of [1], rgms are continuous
models, in the sense that they all enjoy the approximation theorem (Theorem 27). From this,
it follows that the λ-theory induced by an extensional rgm always includesH+ (Corollary 29).

Given two n-uples ~a,~b ∈Mf(A)n we write ~a+~b for (a1 + b1, . . . , an + bn) ∈Mf(A)n.

I Definition 23. Let M ∈ Λ and let ~x ∈ Vn be such that FV(M) ⊆ ~x. The interpretation
of M in D w.r.t. ~x is the relation JMK~x ⊆Mf(D)n ×D defined inductively as follows:

JxkK~x = {(([], . . . , [], [α], [], . . . , []), α) | α ∈ D}, where [α] stands in k-th position,
JMNKD~x ={((~a0 + · · ·+~ak), α) | ∃β1, . . . , βk ∈ D, such that (~a0, [β1, . . . , βk]→α) ∈ JMKD~x

and, for all 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, (~a`, β`) ∈ JNKD~x }.
Jλy.NKD~x = {(~a, (b→ α)) | ((~a, b), α) ∈ JNKD~x,y}, where by α-equivalence we assume y /∈ ~x.

This definition extends to approximants t ∈ NF⊥ by setting J⊥KD~x = ∅ and to Böhm trees
by interpreting all their finite approximants JBT(M)KD~x =

⋃
t∈BT∗(M)JtK

D
~x .

Whenever we write JMKD~x we always assume that FV(M) ⊆ ~x. WhenM is a combinator,
we consider JMKD ⊆ D. In all our notations we will omit the model D when it is clear.
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I Example 24. Let D be any rgm. Then we have:
1. JIKD = {[α]→ α | α ∈ D} and J1KD = {[a→ α]→ a→ α | α ∈ D, a ∈Mf(D)}, thus:
2. JJKD = {[α] → α | α ∈ D′} ⊆ J1KD ⊆ JIKD, where D′ is the smallest subset of D

satisfying: if α ∈ D then []→ α ∈ D′; if α ∈ D and a ∈Mf(D′) then a→ α ∈ D′,
3. J∆KD = {(a+ [a→ α])→ α | α ∈ D, a ∈Mf(D)} therefore JΩKD = J⊥KD = ∅,
4. Jλx.xΩKD = {[[]→ α]→ α | α ∈ D}.
It follows that JIK = J1K in both Dω and D?, but JIKDω = JJKDω , while ? ∈ JIKD? − JJKD? .

Rgms satisfy the following substitution property, and are sound models of λ-calculus.

I Lemma 25. (cf. [22]) Let M,N ∈ Λ and D be a relational graph model.
1. (Substitution) (~a, α) ∈ JM{N/y}KD~x iff there are β1, . . . , βk ∈ D, ~a0, . . . ,~ak ∈ Mf(D)n

such that (~a`, β`) ∈ JNKD~x , for 1 ≤ ` ≤ k, ((a0, [β1, ..., βk]), α) ∈ JMKD~x,y and ~a =
∑k
`=0 ~a`.

2. (Soundness) If M =β N then JMKD~x = JNKD~x for all ~x containing FV(M) ∪ FV(N).

The λ-theory induced by D is defined by Th(D) = {(M,N) ∈ Λ×Λ | JMK~x = JNK~x}. The
preorder theory induced by D is given by Thv(D) = {(M,N) ∈ Λ×Λ | JMK~x ⊆ JNK~x}. We
will write D |= M = N when (M,N) ∈ Th(D), and D |= M v N when (M,N) ∈ Thv(D).

I Definition 26. A model D is called inequationally O-fully abstract when D |= M v N iff
M vO N . A model D is called O-fully abstract whenever D |= M = N iff M ≡O N .

It is easy to check that in every extensional rgm D we have D |= I = 1, thus λη ⊆ Th(D). As
a consequence, the λ-theories induced by rgms and by ordinary graph models are different,
since no graph model is extensional. For instance, the λ-theory of Dω, the relational analogue
of Scott’s model D∞, is H? [18]. In other words, the model Dω is hnf-fully abstract.

All rgms enjoy the approximation theorem for Böhm trees below. As usual, this result
can be proved via techniques based on finite approximants (see [18]). However, in [20]
we provided a new proof exploiting the following facts: rgms are models of Ehrhard and
Regnier’s resource calculus [8]; they satisfy the Taylor expansion [19]; two λ-terms have the
same Böhm tree iff the normal form of the support of their Taylor expansions coincide [9].

Recall from page 4 that BT∗(M) denotes the set of all finite approximants of BT(M).

I Theorem 27 (Approximation Theorem [20]). Let M be a λ-term. Then (~a, α) ∈ JMK~x if
and only if there exists t ∈ BT∗(M) such that (~a, α) ∈ JtK~x. Therefore JMK~x = JBT(M)K~x.

I Corollary 28. For all rgms D we have that B ⊆ Th(D). In particular Th(D) is sensible
and JMKD~x = ∅ for all unsolvable λ-terms M .

Proof. From Theorem 27 we get JMK~x = JBT(M)K~x =
⋃
t∈BT∗(M)JtK~x. Therefore, whenever

BT(M) = BT(N) we have JMK~x = JBT(M)K~x = JBT(N)K~x = JNK~x. Thus B ⊆ Th(D). J

In the next corollary we are going to use the following characterization of Morris’s pre-
order vnf , which is based on Lévy’s notion of extensional Böhm trees [16]:

BTe(M) = {nfη(t) | t ∈ BT∗(M ′),M ′ �η M}.

By [13], we have M vnf N if and only if BTe(M) ⊆ BTe(N).

I Corollary 29. The order theory of any extensional rgm D contains vnf , so H+ ⊆ Th(D).

Proof. From Theorem 27 we obtain JMK~x =
⋃
t∈BT∗(M)JtK~x. From the extensionality of D,

we get JMK~x =
⋃
M ′�ηM,t∈BT∗(M ′)JtK~x =

⋃
M ′�ηM,t∈BT∗(M ′)Jnfη(t)K~x = JBTe(M)K~x. So,

we have that BTe(M) ⊆ BTe(N) entails JMK~x = JBTe(M)K~x ⊆ JBTe(N)K~x = JNK~x. J
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5 Characterizing Fully Abstract Relational Models of H+

In this section we provide a characterization of those rgms which are fully abstract for H+.
We first introduce the notion of λ-König rgm, and then we show that an rgm D is extensional
and λ-König exactly when the induced order theory is Morris’s preorder vnf (Theorem 36).

5.1 Lambda König Relational Graph Models
Before entering into the technicalities we try to give the intuition behind our condition. By
Lemma 8 and Theorem 17, two λ-terms M,N are equal in H∗, but different in H+, when
there is a position σ such that, say, BT(M ′)σ = x for some M ′ �η M , while BT(N)σ is an
infinite η-expansion of x following some T ∈ T∞rec.

Therefore our models need to separate x from any JTx for T ∈ T∞rec.
In an extensional rgm D, every α is equal to an arrow, so we can always try to unfold it

following a function f : starting from α = α0, at level ` we have α` = a0 → · · · → af(`) → α′

and, as long as there is an α`+1 ∈ af(`), we can keep unfolding it at level ` + 1. There
are now two possibilities. If this process continues indefinitely, then we consider that α can
actually be unfolded following f . Otherwise, if at some level ` we have af(`) = [], then the
process is forced to stop and α cannot be unfolded following f .

Now, since T ∈ T∞rec is a finitely branching infinite tree, by König’s lemma there is an
infinite path f in BT(JT ), and since the interpretation of JT is inductive (rather than
coinductive) we will have [α] → α /∈ JJT K for any α whose unfolding can actually follow f .
In some sense such an α is witnessing within the model the existence of an infinite path f
in T , and therefore in JT . The following is a coinductive definition1 of such a witness.

I Definition 30. Let D be an rgm, T ∈ T∞rec and f ∈ Π(T ). An element α ∈ D is a witness
for T following f if there exist a0, . . . , af(0) ∈Mf(D) and α′ ∈ D such that

α = a0 → · · · → af(0) → α′ and there is a witness β ∈ af(0) for T�〈f(0)〉 following f≥1

where f≥1 denotes the function k 7→ f(k+1). We simply say that α is a witness for T when
there exists an f ∈ Π(T ) such that α is a witness for T following f .

We denote by WD(T ) (resp. WD,f (T )) the set of all witnesses for T (resp. following f).
When the model D is clear from the context, we will simply write W(T ) (resp. Wf (T )).

We formalize the intuition given above by showing that WD(T ) is constituted by those
α ∈ D such that [α]→ α /∈ JJT K. We first prove the following technical lemma.

I Lemma 31. Let D be an extensional rgm. For all k ∈ N, T ∈ T∞rec, α ∈ WD(T ) and
t ∈ BTk(JTx) we have ([α], α) /∈ JtKx.

Proof. We proceed by induction on k.
Case k = 0. This case is trivial since BT0(JTx) = {⊥} and J⊥Kx = ∅.
Case k > 0. If t = ⊥ then J⊥Kx = ∅, otherwise t = λy0 . . . yT (ε)−1.xt0 · · · tT (ε)−1 where

each ti ∈ BTk−1(JT�〈i〉yi). As the model is extensional α = a0 → · · · → aT (ε)−1 → α′, for
some ai = [αi,1, . . . , αi,ki ]. Hence ([α], α) ∈ JtKx if and only if (([α], a0, . . . , aT (ε)−1), α′) ∈
Jxt0 · · · tT (ε)−1Kx,y0,...,yT (ε)−1

. By exploiting the facts that FV(ti) ⊆ {yi} and JtiKyi ⊆ JyiKyi ,
we obtain ([αi,j ], αi,j) ∈ JtiKyi for all i ≤ T (ε)− 1 and j ≤ ki. Since α ∈Wf (T ) for some f ,
there exists a witness αf(0),j ∈ af(0) for T�〈f(0)〉 following f≥1. By αf(0),j ∈W(T�〈f(0)〉) and
the induction hypothesis we get ([αf(0),j ], αf(0),j) /∈ Jtf(0)Kyf(o)

, which is a contradiction. J

1 I.e., we are defining the greatest relation W ⊆ D × T∞
rec × (N→ N) satisfying the condition of Def. 30.
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By applying the Approximation Theorem we get the following characterization of WD(T ).

I Proposition 32. For any extensional rgm D and any tree T ∈ T∞rec:

WD(T ) = {α ∈ D | ([α], α) 6∈ JJTxKx}.

Proof. (⊆) Follows immediately from the Approximation Theorem 27 and from Lemma 31.
(⊇) Let α ∈ D such that ([α], α) 6∈ JJTxKx. We coinductively construct a path f such

that α ∈ Wf (T ). As T is infinite we have JTx =β λx0 . . . xn.x(JT�〈0〉x0) · · · (JT�〈n〉xn) and
since D is extensional α = a0 → · · · → an → α′. From ([α], α) 6∈ JJTxKx and Lemma 25.2 we
get ([α], α) /∈ Jλx0 . . . xn.x(JT�〈0〉x0) · · · (JT�〈n〉xn)Kx, therefore there is an index k ≤ n such
that ak 6= [] and an element β ∈ ak such that ([β], β) 6∈ JJT�〈k〉xkKxk . By the coinductive
hypothesis, there exists a function g such that β ∈Wg(T�〈k〉). We conclude since α ∈Wf (T )
where f is the function defined as follows: f(0) = k and f(n+ 1) = g(n) for all n ∈ N. J

It should be now clear that in an rgm D fully abstract for H+, every infinite λ-definable
tree needs an element in D witnessing its infinite path, which exists by König’s lemma.

I Definition 33 (λ-König models). An rgm D is λ-König if for every T ∈ T∞rec, WD(T ) 6= ∅.

5.2 The Characterization
We will focus on the λ-König condition, since the extensionality is necessary, as λη ⊆ H+.

Lambda-König Implies Inequational Full Abstraction.

Let D be an extensional λ-König relational graph model. Since every T ∈ T∞rec has a non-
empty set of witnesses WD(T ), by Proposition 32, there is an element α ∈WD(T ) such that
[α]→ α /∈ JIK − JJT K. Thus, D separates I from all the JT ’s.

I Theorem 34 (Inequational Full Abstraction). Let D be an extensional λ-König rgm, then:

M vnf N ⇐⇒ D |= M v N

Proof. (⇒) This follows directly from Corollary 29.
(⇐) We assume, by the way of contradiction, that D |= M v N but M 6vnf N . Since

vhnf is maximal (cf. [1, Lemma 16.2.4]) and JMK~x ⊆ JNK~x we must have M vhnf N . By
Theorem 17 there exists a context C[−] such that C[M ] =βη I and C[N ] =B JT for some
T ∈ T∞rec. Since J−K is contextual and, by Corollary 29, Bη ⊆ H+ ⊆ Th(D) we have
JIK = JC[M ]K ⊆ JC[N ]K = JJT K. We derive a contradiction by applying Proposition 32. J

Inequational Full Abstraction Implies Lambda-König.

I Theorem 35. Let D be an rgm. If Thv(D) =vnf then D is extensional and λ-König.

Proof. Obviously D must be extensional since H∗ is an extensional λ-theory. By the way of
contradiction, we suppose that it is not λ-König, then there is T ∈ T∞rec such that WD(T ) = ∅
and, by Proposition 32, we get JIK = JJT K. This is impossible since I 6vnf JT . J

From Theorems 34 and 35 we get the main semantic result of the paper.

I Theorem 36. An extensional rgm D is λ-König if and only if D is inequationally fully
abstract for Morris’s preorder vnf .

The following result first appeared in [20].

I Corollary 37. The model D? of Example 22 is inequationally fully abstract for Morris’s
preorder vnf . In particular Th(D?) = H+.

FSCD 2016
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6 The λ-Theory H+ Satisfies the ω-Rule

This section is devoted to show that H+ satisfies the ω-rule. We will focus on its restriction
to closed terms ω0, and conclude since T ` ω if and only if T ` ω0, as shown in [12].

Recall that, by the context lemma, if two closed λ-terms M and N are such that
M 6vhnf N holds, then the context C[−] semi-separating them can be chosen applicative
and closed, that is C[−] = [−]~Z for ~Z ∈ Λo.

I Lemma 38. Let M,N ∈ Λo be such that M ∈β NFβ, while N /∈β NFβ. Then, there exist
n ≥ 1 and combinators Z1, . . . , Zn ∈ Λo such that M ~Z ∈β NFβ while N ~Z /∈β NFβ.

Proof. By hypothesis M 6vH+ N . There are two possible cases.
CaseM vhnf N . Therefore, by Theorem 17 there are Z1, . . . , Zk ∈ Λo such thatM ~Z =βη

I and N ~Z =B JT for some T ∈ T∞rec. If k = 0 just take the λ-term 1T (ε) as Z1 and conclude
since JT1T (ε) =B JT .

Case M 6vhnf N . By semi-separability, there are Z1, . . . , Zk ∈ Λo such that M ~Z =β I
and N ~Z =β U for some unsolvable U . If k = 0 just take the identity I as Z1. J

I Lemma 39. Let M,N ∈ Λo. If ∀Z ∈ Λo,MZ =H+ NZ, then

∀~P ∈ Λo(M ~P ∈β NFβ ⇐⇒ N ~P ∈β NFβ).

Proof. Suppose that for all Z, ~Q ∈ Λo, MZ ~Q ∈β NFβ if and only if NZ ~Q ∈β NFβ . We
show by induction on the length k of ~P ∈ Λo that M ~P ∈β NFβ if and only if N ~P ∈β NFβ .

Base: k = 0. Since the contrapositive holds by Lemma 38.
Induction: k > 0. It follows trivially from the induction hypothesis. J

This shows that H+ ` ω0. As a consequence, we get our main syntactic result.

I Theorem 40. H+ satisfies the ω-rule.

This solves positively the question whether H+ ` ω holds. The question whether a more
constructive proof can be provided will be addressed in further works.

Sallé’s conjecture saying that the inclusion Bω ⊆ H+ is proper, which is stated in the
proof of [1, Thm. 17.4.16], is still open and under investigation.

I Remark. In first-order logic, ω-completeness is closely related to the notion of a standard
model, which has as domain the Herbrand’s universe generated by the signature of the
given theory. In higher-order languages, Morris-style observational equality is the untyped
analogue of extensional equality defined by a logical relation on — again — the ground term
model of the higher-order language.

Our result perhaps gives some indication that these logical and computational aspects are
not at all independent, with the universal property of observational equality being powerful
enough to imply ω-completeness in the purely syntactic sense of validating the ω-rule.
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